CROSSING BALTIC BORDERS
WITH NEDAP
After a successful implementation in Estonia and Russia, Lithuania simplifies the EU crossing procedure for
trucks and passenger cars. Motorists planning to cross the Lithuanian borders to Belarus or the Russian
Kaliningrad region no longer have to wait at the crossing point. Nedap’s ANPR Access is selected for advanced
license plate recognition. Drivers obtain fast lane access by pre-booking their crossing in the award-winning
online reservation system EVIS.
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ANPR for vehicle access control
After testing several systems at the border crossings in
Lithuania, Nedap is selected for its license plate recognition
system, ANPR Access. Nedap is specialist in systems for
vehicle identification based on RFID (Radio Frequency
Identification) and ANPR (Number Plate Recognition). Highend systems that are easy to integrate into any third party
traffic, security, parking or logistic management system.
Nedap offers a plug and play ANPR system, specifically
designed for vehicle access control and free flow
applications. This all-in-one-solution has all intelligence onboard and can easily be integrated and installed. Lithuanian
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